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1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In recent years a substantial number of papers have been published 
studying matrix commutators. In particular, four papers [l, 2, 3, 41 have 
appeared examining the matrix equation (1.1) below. It is the purpose of 
this paper to carry out a thorough analysis of this equation (1.1). Our results 
will complement and improve results due to I. Sinha. 
Let C be a nonsingular n-square matrix with elements in an algebraically 
closed field K. Let r be the characteristic of K. We let A be a polynomial 
indeterminate and we present the characteristic polynomial and elementary 
divisors of a given matrix as polynomials in A. 
THEOREM 1. Let 7r = 0 or T > n. Then n-square matrices A and B with 
elements in K exist such that 
C = ABA-‘B-l, CA = AC, CB = BC, (l-1) 
;f and only ;f the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(i) Each eigenvalue of C is a root of unity. 
(ii) Let y be a typical e&envaltle of C, hence a primitive kth root of unity 
for some positive integer k. Then the totality of elementary divisors of C belonging 
to y has the structure 
(A - Y) ,..., 0 - 24, (A - Y)2,..., (A - yy )..., (A - yp ,...) (A - y)” (1.2) -,-- 
ml m, % 
with mt > 0 and mi E 0 (mod k) for i = 1,2 ,..., q. 
(The integers q and mi depend on y and are constrained only by the con- 
ditions just stated.) 




THEOREM 2. Let 0 < rr < II. Necessary conditions that matrices A and B 
exist satisfying (1.1) are (i) of Theorem 1 and (iii) below: 
(iii) zf y is an eigenvalue of C (therefore a primitive kth root of unity for 
some integer k), then the elementary divisors of C attached to y fall into disjoint 
sets of type (1.2) OY of thefollowing type (1.3) : 
(A - y)‘fl,..., (A - yp+1,..., (A - y>” ,..., (A - y!Q, (1.3) -- 
%I+1 5 
where 0 < p < q and where the following additional conditions are to hold: 
m 8+i = 0 (mod k) and mP+i >Ofor 1 <i<q-p, mP+l+.**+m,~O 
(mod P), and neither (h - y)P nor (h - y)q+l is an elementary divisor of C. 
A su$%ient condition that matrices A and B exist satisfying (1.1) is that C 
satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. 
We let A i B or diag (A, B) denote the direct sum of matrices A and B. 
We let 
[A,,A, ,..., Ak]k=[;h[;;;;A!-j 
ifk>land[A,],=A,. 
Our next theorem is the main structure theorem concerning a triple of 
matrices A, B, C satisfying (1.1). The theorem extends a result due to Sinha. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose A, B, C satisfy (1.1). Then, after a simultaneous 
similarity of A, B, and C, we have A = diag (A, ,..., A,), B = diag (B, ,..., B,), 
C = diag (C, ,..., C,), where Ci has primitive kith root of unity yi as its only 
eigenvalue, A, has all the k,th roots of ai as its eigenvalues (each kith root of 
ai having the same multiplicity as an eigenvalue of Ai), and Bi has all the k,th 
roots of bi as its etgenvalues (each k&h root of bi having the same multiplicity 
as an e&nvalue of B,); 1 < i < S. The two 3-tuples (yi , ai , bi) and (yj , aj , 
bj) are not equal when i # j. Let a( be an arbitrarily selected kith root of ai and 
let tSi be an arbitrarily selected kith root of bi; 1 < i < s. Then after an appro- 
priate simultaneous similarity of A, B, and C, we may achieve the following: 
4 = [Ai 9 Ai >***, Alk( 3 (1.4) 
Ci = diag (Ci , &‘e(Ji ,..., Ag’“i-“e’,AF-‘), (1.5) 
Bi = diag (I$ , A~TiSiAi ,..., A$ki-“e(~-l&A~-l), (1.6) 
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Here Ci has yi as its only eigenvalue, Ai has 0~~ asits only ergenvalue, and S, has 
/3i as its only eagenvalue; 1 < i < s. Let the elementary divisors of ci be 
(A - yp,..., (A - yp. 
Then the elementary divisors of e(ik( are 
(1.10) 
(A - l)““,..., (A - l)e% (1.11) 
Because of (1.7), (1.8), and (1.9), the exponents ei, ,..., eiri in (1.10) and 
(1.11) satisfy the necessary conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorems 1 and 2. 
In terms of (l.lO), the elementary divisors of Ci are 
(A - yi)efl (Ki times),..., (A - yi)eiQ (ki times); 1 <i<s. 
THEOREM 4. Let n = 0 or rr > n. Suppose C satti$es the conditions (i) and 
(ii) of Theorem 1, so that (1.1) holds f or certain n-square matrices A and B, 
and (ii) of Theorem 1 describes the elementary divisors of C. Then: 
(i) The number of distinct e&nvalues of A is < the number of linear ele- 
mentary divisors of C. A similar assertion holds for B. Moreover this inequality 
is best possible in the sense that, given C, there exist A and B satisfying (1.1) 
for which the number of distinct ezgenvalues of A = the number of distinct 
eigenvalues of B = the number of linear elementary divisors of C. 
(ii) If y, a primitive kth root of unity, is an esgenvalue of C for which the 
full set of elementary divisors is (1.2), then A has an eigenvalue 01 and B has an 
ezgenvalue fl such that OL, ~a,..., yk-l a: are all eigenvalues of A, each with multipli- 
city > q(q + 1)/2, and B, y/J, . . . . y”-‘p are all eigenvalues of B, each with 
multiplicity > q(q + 1)/2. M oreover, if mt = k for some integer t, 1 < t < q, 
then quantity q(q + 1)/2 in these bounds can be replaced with 
to - 1) + tmt + (t + 1) mt+l  **- + Pa 
2 k . (1.12) 
This estimate (1.12) is best possible in the sense that, ;f t is the least integer for 
which m, = k, then C can be represented in the form (1.1) in which A has a set 
% Y%-*, y k-1a of eigenvalues and B has a set 8, yj?,..., $+‘,8 of ezgenvalues, each 
eigenvalue in these sets havirtg multiplicity (1.12). 
TERMINOLOGY. We say C is a doubly commuting commutator if C can 
be expressed in the form (1.1). 
DEFINITION. We say doubly commuting commutator C is indecomposable 
if C is not similar to any direct sum C, i C, in which C, and C, are both 
doubly commuting commutators. 
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THEOREM 5. Let rr = 0 or r > n. Then doubly commuting commutator C 
is indecomposable af and only s..: (i) C h as a single eigenvalue y. Let y be a primi- 
tive kth root of unity. (ii) C has precisely k linear elementary divisors. 
THEOREM 6. Let rr = 0 or 71 > n. Let C be a doubly commuting commutator. 
Then C is indecomposable if and only if f or each A and B satisfying (1.1) the 
e&envalues of A are (Y, ~a,..., yk-’ 01 (each with the same multiplicity) and the 
eigenvahes of B are /3, y/3,..., yk-‘p (each with the same multiplicity), where 01 
and j3 depend on A and B, respectively. 
We write ord y = k if y is a primitive kth root of unity. 
THEOREM 7. Assume C satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. 
Suppose also that, for $xed integer t, the following equation is satisfied by each 
elementary divisor of C: 
(multiplicity of elementary divisor (A - y)r) = 0 (mod (ord y)t). (1.13) 
Then C supports a chain of doubly commuting commutators of length t: 
Ci = A,Ci+IATlC;:, , CtAi = A&‘, , cici+l = ci+lci 9 
i = 1, 2 ,..., t, 
Cl = c. (1.14) 
If y = 1 is the only etgenvalue of C, then C supports a chain (1.14) of doubly 
commuting commutators of arbitrary length t in which C, , C, ,..., C, are all 
similar to C, and A, , A, ,..., A, are all similar. 
2. ADDITIONAL NOTATION 
Let Oole denote the 01 x B matrix of zeros, and let I, be 
matrix. Frequently we simple write 0 and I. Let _I,(y) 
Jordan matrix: 
y 1 0 0 a** 0 0 
0 y 1 0 **- 0 0 
0 0 y 1 **. 0 0 
if (Y > 1, and J1(y) = y. Let I’, = j*(O) and let 
the a-square identity 
denote the a-square 
T, = a,l + alPa + arPa2 + **. + a,-,<-‘. 
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Then T, is constant on each diagonal parallel or equal to the main diagonal 
and is upper triangular (zeros below the main diagonal). The top row of T, 
is (us , a, ,..., ~~-3. We use T, to define 01 x /I stripe matrix M. If 01 < /I, 
then we present M in partitioned form as M = (Oo1,8+ , T.). If 01 = /3, then 
M = T, . If a: > 8, then we present M in partitioned form as 
Stripe matrix M is constant on each diagonal parallel or equal to the main 
diagonal, and is zero on each diagonal which does not pass through both the 
top row and last column. 
We say a matrix A is a block stripe matrix if A partitions into (rectangular 
or square) blocks, each of which is a stripe matrix. 
3. SOME LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let Bl be nl-square and B, be na-square. If X is n1 x n2 and 
satzl-jes B,X = XB, , then X = 0, ;f B, and B, have no common esgenvalue. 
PROOF. This is well known. See, for example, [5]. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be nl x n2 . Then J&) X = XJ&) if and only if X 
is a stripe mutr’ix. 
PROOF. Again this is well known; see [6]. 
LEMMA 3. Let nonsingular A have characteristic polynomial (h - a)“. 
Suppose that w does not divide k, and that fl E K is given such that /3” = 0~. 
Then there exists a poZynomialp(h) over K such that A = p(A)” and such that fl 
is the only e&nvalue of p(A). 
PROOF. We are given that Q # 0. By successive approximations we con- 
struct polynomials p,(h), pi(h), p&),..., such that ;\ = ark (mod (h - ~)r+l). 
To start let p,#) = j?. Th en h = p,,(h)” (mod (X - CX)). Suppose we have 
found p,(h) such that 
X = P,(A)~ (mod (h - ,)r+l). (3-l) 
If p+(a) = 0, (3.1) would imply a! = 0. Hence p,(a) # 0. Let 
Pr+,@) = P&9 + x(X - $+I. 
We choose x in a moment. Then 
h - &l(A)‘1 = h - PJX)~ - kpr(h)k-’ x(X - $+I + (h - ct)2(T+1)f (A ,(3.2) 
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where f(h) is some polynomial in A. Since 2(r + 1) > r + 2, and since 
(A - 01)r+l divides X - p,(h)“, we get from (3.2) that 
A - P,,lW = (A - $+l Cfl(4 - 44Y11, 
where f,(h) is some new polynomial. We may now choose x E K such that 
the square bracket in (3.3) vanishes when X = 01. This finishes the inductive 
step. 
Thus we eventually get h = ~~-r(h)~ (mod (A - a)“). Replacing h with 
matrix A, we get A = P+~(A)~. If we take A triangular, the inductive con- 
struction shows that the main diagonal element of pnel(A) is ~,+.~(a) = j?. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4. Let n1 < n2 < a-- < np be positive integers, and let pl , p2 ,..., pa 
be positive integers. Let Aij be a block stripe matrix partitioned into stripe matrices 
according to 
where each block Aijuv is an ni x nj stripe matrix. Let the top row of Auuv be 
(0, 0 ,..., 0, A& , A!&, ,..., A$$‘+‘+). 
IGZiGpi) 
Let A be a block stripe matrix presented in partitioned form as 
For$xed w, 1 < w < min (ni , nj), define ps x pj matrix Ajj*’ by 
for 1 < i, j < q. Then A has the same eigenvalues, including multiplicities, as 
diag (A:‘,,.., A,‘:‘, A$‘,..., A:) ,..., A$ ,..., A$)). 
*1 n2 % 
PROOF. This is the content of Theorems 17 and 18 of [7]. The notation 
introduced in the statement of Lemma 4 will be used in the proof of Lemma 9. 
LEMMA 5. Sums and products of stripe matrices (when defined) are stripe 
matrices. If U is an ni x n, stripe matrix with top row 
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and V is an n, x nj stripe matrix with top row 
then the top row of the ni x ni stripe matrix UV is 
(0, 0 ,..., 0, 0, 0 )..., 0, UlVl , UlV, + UJl Y.), 
rr2zyq.i) Ii-) 
(3.4) 
with the understanding that if max (nt - ni , 0) + max (nj - n, , 0) 3 nj , 
then UV=O, andifmax(n,-nni,O)+max(nj-rzn,,O)=ni-1, then 
the only nonzero entry in (3.4) is U,V, . 
PROOF. Routine. We remark that the elements in UV not indicated in (3.4) 
will not play any role in our analysis. 
LEMMA 6. Lot k + 0 (mod r). Let C have single et&value y # 0 and 
elementary divisors 
(A - y)“‘, (A - yp )..., (A - yp. 
Then Ck has elementary divisors 
(A - yJy1, (A - yk)Q )...) (A - pp. 
PROOF. We can clearly take C in Jordan canonical form. It will therefore 
suffice to prove that the only elementary divisor of Je(r)k is (A - 7”)“. Now 
Je(r)k is a stripe matrix with top row (y”, Sk-l,...). Clearly the characteristic 
polynomial of j&~)~ is (A - yk)e. Th is is also the minimum polynomial since 
the greatest common divisor of the (e - l)-square subdeterminants of 
hI, - JG(r)k is one. This is so since (i) the value of the (e - I)-square sub- 
determinant of Me - /,(Y)~ obtained by deleting column one and row e is a 
polynomial in X which does not vanish when X = yk, (ii) the value of the 
(e - l)-square subdeterminant of M0 - Je(r)k obtained by deleting the 
first column and the first row is (A - y”)+l. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 7. Let U be u x v and V be v x u. Then trace UV = trace VU. 
PROOF. Well known. 
LEMMA 8. Let U and V be n-square matrices such that UV = VU. If U 
has a single eigenvalue u and V has eigenvalues v1 ,..., v,, , then UV has et&n- 
values uvl ,..., uq , and trace UV = u(q + *** + v,J. 
PROOF. This follows from the well known fact [8] that commuting matri- 
ces are simultaneously similar to triangular matrices. 
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4. PROOFS OF NECESSITY 
Suppose (1.1) holds. After a simultaneous similarity of C, B, A, we may 
suppose that C = diag (C, , C, ,..., C,), where Ci has yi as its only eigenvalue 
and yi # ‘~j if i # j. Partition A = (Ati) conformally with the partitioning 
of C. Then CA = AC forces CiAu = AiiCi , and SO by Lemma 1, Aij = 0 
if i #j. Similarly B is block diagonal. So we may let A = diag (A, ,..., A,) 
and B = diag (Bl ,..., B,). Then Ci = AiBiA,‘&’ and Ci commutes with 
both Ai and Bi . If Ci is n,-square then 
1 =detC.= ‘3 E Yt 
implies that yi is a root of unity, 1 < i < Y. 
Thus we can now investigate (1.1) when C has primitive Kth root of unity 
y as its only eigenvalue. Let /I1 be an eigenvalue of B with multiplicity m, . 
Then, as C and B commute, CB has y& as an eigenvalue with multiplicity m, . 
Since CB = ABA-l, we see that B has #r as an eigenvalue with multiplicy 
m, . Iterating this argument, we find that B has & , $I1 ,..., r”--lpl as eigen- 
values, each with multiplicity m.i . Let & be another eigenvalue of B, dif- 
ferent from a, y/3, ,..., y*-i,B, . Let 8s have multiplicity m2. Then 8, , 
,A ,a**> y”-i/3s are each eigenvalues of B with multiplicity m, and are all 
different from /3i , $?r ,..., yk-l/3, since otherwise one of pr , y& ,..., $+1/3i 
would have multiplicity > m, . Thus after a simultaneous similarity of A, B, 
C, we may suppose B = diag (B, ,..., B,), where the eigenvalues of B, are 
pi , y/Ii ,..., yk-lpi , each with multiplicity m,; and /Ii” # Igjk if i #j. Partition 
c = (cif)l<i.f<s - Then BC = CB forces BiCu = CjjBj. Since Bi and Bj 
have no common eigenvalue if i f j, Lemma 1 implies that Cij = 0 if i fj. 
Hence we have C = diag (C, ,..., C,). Also Ci and Bi commute, hence C,B, 
has the same eigenvalues as Bi . Partition A = (A(,). Then CBA = AB 
gives CiB,Ai, = A,B, , and so Lemma 1 yields A, = 0 if i # j. Hence A 
is also block diagonal. 
Hence we now examine (1.1) when C has primitive kth root of unity y 
as its only eigenvalue, and the eigenvalues of B are /3, y/3,..., rk-$9, each with 
the same multiplicity. Let b = pk. 
Since (1.1) yields A-T = BA-lB-l, we can repeat the above argument 
with only small modifications, and so get C = diag (C, ,..., C,), 
A = diag (A, ,..., A,), B = diag (B, ,..., B,), where the eigenvalues of A, 
are 0~~ , yOli ,,.., y k-l~l., each with the same multiplicity, and aik # aJk if 
i # j. Then we have Ci is the doubly commuting commutator of Af and Bi , 
and so, by the result obtained above, the eigenvalues of Bt must all be Rth 
roots of 6, each Kth root appearing with the same multiplicity. 
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Thus we have reduced our problem to an examination of (1.1) when C 
has primitive kth root of unity y as its only eigenvalue, B has eigenvalues 
B, YA..., rk-‘18, (4-l) 
each with the same multiplicity, and A has eigenvalues 
(4.2) 
each with the same multiplicity. After another simultaneous similarity, we 
may suppose B = diag (B, , B, ,..., Bk), where B, has ri-ifl as its only 
eigenvalue, 1 < i < k. Partition C = (C,,). Then BC = CB forces 
B,CiI = C&B,, hence Ci, = 0 if i #j. Thus C = diag (C, ,..., Ck) and Ci 
commutes with Bi , 1 < i < k. Therefore the only eigenvalue of CiBi is 
~$9. Partition A = (Adj). Then CBA = AB gives CiBiA, = Ai*B, . Lemma 
1 now shows that Ai, = 0 if d + j - 1 (mod k). Hence we can let 
A = [A, > A, ,..-, A,], . Let D = diag (I, A, , A,A, ,..., A,A, *** A,,). Re- 
placing A, B, C with DAD-l, DBD-I, DCD-I, we keep B and C block 
diagonal, and now DAD-’ = [I, ,I,..., I, A,A, *a* A& . Thus, after a change 
of notation, C = diag (C, ,.,., C,), B = diag (B, ,..., Blc), A = [I, I ,..., I, Alk. 
It is still true that Bi has ri-lj3 as its only eigenvalue, 1 < i < k, and A has 
(4.2) as its eigenvalues, each with the same multiplicity. 
Now it is not too hard to check that det (;tT - A) = det (hkl - A). (See 
the computations on p. 202 of [9].) Thus the eigenvalues of A are the kth 
roots, each with the same multiplicity, of the eigenvalues of A. Hence cyk 
is the only eigenvalue of A. Let a = ak. 
Now select an arbitary kth root of a. Call it 01. (This is not necessarliy the 
OL that appeared in (4.2).) Since y is a primitive kth root of unity in K, we 
have k + 0 (mod r). So by Lemma 3, we have A = P where d has 01 as 
its only eigenvalue. Let E = diag (1, a, Aa ,..., &-1). Replace, A, B, C with 
E-IAE, E-IBE, E-ICE, respectively. Change notation and now let E-IAE, 
E-IBE, E-ICE be A, B, C, respectively. Then we find that B and C are block 
diagonal, say 
B = diag (B, ,.,., B,), C = diag (C, ,..., Ck), (4.3) 
and here B, has #-$!I as its only eigenvalue, 1 < i < k. We also find that 
A = [A, A ,..., A], . (4.4) 
Let now k > 1. We examine (1.1) where A, B, C are given by (4.3) and 
(4.4), where A has (Y as its only eigenvalue, and where Bi has #-i/I as its 
only eigenvalue. 
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From CA = AC we get CiA” = ACi+i , hence C,+i = /?-Vim, and then 
Ci = A-(i-l)CIAi-l; 1 < i < k. But also CA = AC gives C,m = AC,. 
Using C, = A-ck-l)CIAk-l, we get ALkC,Ak = C, , or 
AT = c-Ak, (4.5) 
where C = C, . We also find 
C = diag (C, A-TA ,..., A-(k-WX-l). (4.6) 
We next get without difficulty from CBA = AB that C,BiA = AB,+~ , 
hence Bi+l = A-‘CiBi$ and hence (setting B = B,), 
B, = A-(i-l)e;i-l1pp-l 
z , 1 <i<k. (4.7) 
Since we also have B, = A-T,B,A, we get B, = A-kc,k~,Ak, or 
e;k = Ak&$--kfJ-l. (4.8) 
From CB = BC we immediately get that 
cl7 = se;. (4.9) 
Thus (4.5), (4.8), (4.9) yield 
e(k = Ak&&k&l, CkB = lxk, CkAk = &Ck. (4.10) 
If K = 1, then C = e(, A = A, B = 8, and (4.10) holds. 
We note here that parts of the above argument follow Sinha [4]. 
In (4.10) Ak has a single eigenvalue cllk and B has a single eigenvalue p, and if 
(A - y)“l, (A - yp )...) (A - yp, e, < e2 < *-* < eT , (4.11) 
is the elementary divisor structure of C, then (by Lemma 6) the elementary 
divisor structure of Ck is 
(A - l)“‘, (A - l)“% ,..., (A - l)+, e, < e2 < *a* < e, . (4.12) 
We now use (4.12) and (4.10) to obtain information about the exponents e, , 
e2 ,..., eT . This is accomplished in the following Lemma 9. Note that the 
proof of Theorem 3 is now complete. 
LEMMA 9. If C has y = 1 as its only eigenvalue, ;f A has 01 as its only 
eigenvalue, if B has /3 as its only eigenvalue, and if 
C = ABA-‘B-l, CA = AC, CB = BC, (4.13) 
then if (4.12) is the elementary divkor structure of C, we have e, = 1 and 
es+l = E e. + ei with Q = 0 or 1, for i = 1, 2 ,..., r - 1, provided m = 0 or 7c 
is Sufficiently large. 
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PROOF. Let us group together the elementary divisors (4.12) of the same 
degree. Rewrite the elementary divisors (4.12) as 
(A - l)“‘,...) (h - l)*” ,..., (X - 1)“g ,..., (h - l)O@, 
-- 
Pl pa 
where each pi is a positive integer and where n1 < na < .=* < n, . 
We want to show that nr = 1, na = 2 ,..., np = q. If this is not the case, 
then an integer p exists, 0 < p < q, such that either (i) p = 0, n,+r = ni + 1 
forl<i<q,andn,>l;or(ii)p>O,ni+l=ni+lforp+l<i<q 
and np < n,,, - 1. 
After a simultaneous similarity of A, B, and C, we may assume that 
C = diag (C, ,..., C,) where 
Partition A = (AiP)lGi,fGq and B = (Bij)lgi,fGa , where A, and Bij are 
each nipi x n,p,; 1 < i, j < q. Refine this partitioning by partitioning each 
Aij and each Bi, as 
Here Au,, and BUuv are each ni x n,; 1 < u < pi , 1 < ZI < pj , 1 < i, 
j < q. Then CA = AC and CB = BC yield CiAif = A,& and 
CiBu = B,&‘, , respectively. In turn these equations yield 
By Lemma 2, each Aijuv and each Buuu is an ni x nj stripe matrix. So let 
the top row of Auuv be 
(0, 0 ,..., 0, A,$, , At;, ,..., Aj~~(‘+‘Q))) 
IZiCg) 
and let the top row of Buuu be 
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From the matrix equation CBA = AB we get 
Ci i BitA,i = i AitB,i 3 1 <i<Q. 
t=1 t=1 
From (4.14) we get after inserting the refined partitionings, 
(4.14) 
Each side of (4.15) is an n, x n, stripe matrix. Comparing the first element in 
the top row of each side of (4.15) we get (use Lemma 5): 
For fixed i, (4.16) is the same as the matrix equation 
(We are using the notation explained in Lemma 4.) 
By Lemma 4, we know Bi:’ has /3 as its only eigenvalue and Al:’ has a as 
its only eigenvalue, for 1 < i < q. 
For fixed i with ni > 1, we compare the second entry in the top row of 
each side of (4.15). Using Lemma 5, we get 
(4.18) 
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Certain of the terms in (4.18) will be present if and only if tll-r = tit - 1 
or n,+r = 1 n. + 1, as indicated. The long equation (4.18) is the same as the 
matrix equation 
Moreover, in (4.19), the terms B$-lA~,,i and A~t~&)I,i appear if and 
only if n,-r = ni - 1, and the terms B$+&ri and A&)+,B~$, appear if 
and only if rzd+l = ni + 1. 
We now take the trace of each side of (4.19). Cancelling terms with the 
same trace, and using (4.17) and the facts that 01 is the only eigenvalue of 
Ai:’ and j? is the only eigenvalue of B::‘, we get 
We now sum (4.20) f rom i = p + 1 to i = 9. On the left we find the terms 
(4.21) 
and on the right we find the terms 
a-l 
c tr A&B~~+,, + ‘2 tr A~~+lBi’l,‘,,, . 
i=p+1 i-p+1 
(4.22) 
By Lemma 7, (4.21) and (4.22) are the same. Hence after summing (4.20) 
from i = p + 1 to i = q, we get 
(P~+l+“*+cLq)~P=o* (4.23) 
For r = 0 or rr large, (4.23) is a clear contradiction. Hence we must have 
p = 0 and n, = 1. Thus we have proved that the elementary divisors (4.12) 
satisfy e, = 1, ei+r = , e. + ci with ci = 0 or 1, for 1 < i < Y. 
Applying these results to (4.5), (4.6), (4.8), and (4.9), we see that the con- 
ditions of Theorem 1 are necessary. We now show that the conditions of 
Theorem 2 are necessary. 
Suppose we had integers s and t such that n, + 1 < n,,, (or s = 0 and 
ttr > 1) and n, + 1 < n,,, (or t = q), and n,+i+l = n,+i + 1 for i = 1, 2,..., 
409/X8/2-9 
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t - s - 1. We sum (4.20) from i = s + 1 to i = t. Cancelling as above terms 
with the same trace from each side, we get 
which implies ps+I + *se + pLt = 0 (mod n). This shows the necessity of the 
condition (iii) of Theorem 2. 
To prove the inequality of Theorem 4(i) we note in Theorem 3 that A, 
has exactly kd eigenvalues and Bi has exactly ki eigenvalues, whereas Ci 
has at least ki linear elementary divisors. Moreover, if primitive kth root of 
unity y is an eigenvalue of C with elementary divisors (1.2), then (A - r>” 
is an elementary divisor of some Ci . For this i, (A - y), (A - Y)~,..., (A - y)* 
must each be an elementary of Ci , so degree 
And also At has (Y$ and 8, has fli as eigenvalues, each with multiplicity degree 
C$ > q(q + 1)/2. This proves the first inequality of Theorem 4(ii). To prove 
the second, suppose C has elementary divisors (1.2) with mt = k. Then there 
can only be one Ci with (A - r)” as elementary divisor. For this Ci , (A - r)” 
(once), (A - ~)~+l (m,+Jk times),..., (A - y)p (m,/k times) must be elementary 
divisors. Then multiplicity 
ai > degree Ai = degree I$ > degree (A - y) + degree (A - r)2 + *** 
+ degree (A - y)t + m,+,k-l degree (A - ~)~+l 
+ a-- + m,k-l degree (A - r>“. 
This establishes ( 1.12). 
5. SUFFICIENCY 
Suppose that e, = 1 and that et+1 = ei+Eiwithei=Oorl,forl <i<r, 
and let 
r, = J&h 
where y is a primitive root of unity of order k. Let 
k k 
(5.1) 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we must exhibit A and B such that (1.1) 
holds, where C is given by (5.1). 
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We introduce certain linear operators d, D, 6, Pi as follows. If M is m X n, 
then dM is m x (n - 1) and is obtained by deleting the first column of 1M; 
DM is (m - 1) x 12 and is obtained by deleting the first row of M. Clearly 
DdM = dDM. If M is m x n then 6M is m x (n + 1) and is obtained by 
requiring that column one of 6M be a zero column and column i + 1 of SM 
be column i of M for 1 < i < 12. Clearly d8M = M and if M has a zero 
first column, 6dM = M. Also, 6DM = D6M. We let P, = Jm(0). Thus 
P,M is obtained from M by lifting each row of M by one, deleting the top 
row of M, and replacing the last row of M with a zero row. 
We now define matrices Aij and Bij , 1 < i, j < I, by the following for- 
mulas. Let A,, be any e,-square nonsingular stripe matrix. Set 
Aij = 
4, = Oe,,e, if 
Thus Ai as defined by (5.2) and (5.3) is ei X e, . Set 
Bii = Iei p 1 <i<r. 
For i = I,2 ,..., Y - 1, set 
Set all other 
i2j, (5.2) 
i < j. (5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
Then each B,* is an ei x e, stripe matrix. For 1 < i, j < Y, define 
Aij = [A, , Aij >-*-y Atjlk 9 
Bij = diag (Bij , yB,j ,..., Y”-lBij)e (5.6) 
Next define matrices A and B by presentations in partitioned form as 
A = (&)l<i,j<T 3 B = (B,,)l, i.i< r * (5.7) 
We shall prove that for this A and this B, (1.1) holds, where C is given by 
(5.1). 
Let e;, = diag (r, ,..., ri) where I’i appears k times. Then 
C = diag (cl ,..., cr) and CA = AC and CB = BC will hold if and only if 
CiAij = A& and c$, = && all hold. In turn these equations hold if 
and only if I’*Ai, = A$, and riBi = B,r, , all i, j. By Lemma 2, for these 
to hold it is necessary and sufficient that each Aij and each B, be a stripe 
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matrix. This is already known for the Bu and for the Au with j > i. Let 
i <j. Then by (5.2), A, has the form 
where M is an e,-square stripe matrix. Note that 
is an er-square stripe matrix with zeros occupying the first i - j positions in 
the top row. Then 
is an ei x e, stripe matrix and has zeros occupying the first e, - ei + i - j 
positions in the top row. If we now delete e, - e, columns we will get a stripe 
matrix provided we delete only columns of zeros. Thus A, is a stripe matrix 
if er - e, < er - ej + i - j, that is, if ei-ej<i-j. Since 
e, - ej = 4 + --* + ciml , we obtain that Ai, is a stripe matrix. Thus we 
now know that both A and B commute with C. 
We next have to prove that CBA = AB. For this purpose note that 
Bi,i+~%+u = Der+l-%+l., , (5.8) 
Ai,Bj,,+l = Gej+l-cjAij . (5.9) 
Since fl, = 0 if j # i or i + 1, and At, = 0 if j > i, we easily find that 
CBA = AB will hold if and only if (5.10)-(5.14) hold: 
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It is not difficult to see (using (5.6), (5.7), (X8), and (5.9)) that (5.10)-(5.14) 
will hold if and only if (5.15)-(5.19) hold. 
ri(Aij + DQ+~-~'A f+l.j) = y(Sd'-C'-lA~.j-l + A,), 
for 1 <j<i<r; (5.15) 
ri(A,, + Da*+‘-*‘4+& = ~4, , for i < r; (5.16) 
rfDe'+l-e'Ai+l f+l = yS*'+l-~'At<, for i < r; (5.17) 
r~,., = y(S6j-w4t,,-~ + A,), 
for j> 1; (5.18) 
r,& = Y& - (5.19) 
We now show, case by case, that (5.15)-(5.19) are true. Note that 
4 = YL, + 8, , (5.20) 
and that if M has ei rows then Pb,d(M) = d(P,'M), P,,S(M) = S(P,<M), 
rid(M)= d(rJq, r&q = 6(riM). Also note that if Mis an e,-square 
stripe matrix then 
r, D"+'(M) = D+-"‘(rJI), 
These commutativity properties of d, D, 6, P, r, together with the com- 
mutativity properties cited above, will play an essential role. 
We now establish (5.19). Using (5.20), (5.19) is the same as 
P,,A,, = 0. (5.21) 
Using (5.2) and properties cited above, (5.21) will hold if 
P:?A,, = 0. (5.22) 
Since e, < Y, er = 0, and so (5.22) holds. This proves (5.19). 
We next establish (5.17). By using (5.20), (5.2), and properties cited above, 
it is straightforward to verify that (5.17) holds. 
We next prove (5.18). Using (5.20), (5.18) is the same as 
P+A, = ySe'-"-lAc,,-I . (5.23) 
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Using facts mentioned above, and the definition of A,, , it is again routine to 
check that the two sides of (5.23) are the same. 
Now we prove (5.16). Using (5.20), (5.16) is the same as 
P,,Ail + r,, DLf+‘-eiAi+l,l = 0. (5.24) 
Note that 
Ai1 = (constant) derbel DdF-eiPerX, 
where X = FzmiATr is an e,-square stripe matrix. Now peylX has its last 
i - 1 rows zero, leaving at most e, - i + 1 nonzero rows. If we delete the 
top e,. - ei rows, we must get a matrix with at most one nonzero row, since 
e, - i + 1 - (e, - ei) = ei - i + 1 < 1 
since ei f i. Hence PeIAI, = 0. Moreover, Ai+l,l will have a nonzero row 
only if e,,, = i + 1. But this forces e, = 1, e2 = 2 ,..., ei = i, ei+l = i + 1. 
And then 
This proves (5.16). 
Dei+~-eiA~+~ 1 = 0. 
We now prove (5.15). Ag ain using (5.20), (5.15) is the same as 
P,,A,, + ri D8i+1-B~Ai+l,j = y8B5-e5-lAi,j-l . (5.25) 
By using facts mentioned above together with a simple binomial recurrence, 
each side of (5.25) is easily seen to equal 
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are now complete. 
Note that in the above construction, the eigenvalues of B are 1, y, r”,..., yk--l, 
each with the same multiplicity. If we write C = A(/3B) A-1(/3B)-1, then we 
have that /lB has eigenvalues fi, y/3,..., +l/3, each with the same multiplicity. 
Let OL be the main diagonal element of A,, . Then (II is the only eigenvalue 
of each Aii . This follows from (5.2). The eigenvalues of the A constructed 
above are then the totality of eigenvalues of the &, . It is not difficult to see 
that the eigenvalues of & are (Y, yol,..., yk-l 01, each with the same multiplicity. 
Thus A has eigenvalues a, ~a, .. . . y k--la, each with the same multiplicity. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 4(i). Let C be given, satisfying 
the necessary and sufficient conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. We may, 
after a similarity, break C into primary components, C = diag (C, ,..., C,). 
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Let Ci have eigenvalue yi , a primitive kith root of unity, with elementary 
divisors 
where Ki 1 miJ and m, > 0 for 1 <j < qd. If mir > KS , we may decompose 
Cj as 
where 
Ci = diag (Cir , Cis ,..., Ci,,), 
and Ci, has elementary divisors 
The construction given above now shows that we can express each C,, as a 
doubly commuting commutator, say C’i, = A&&B,J1, 1 <j < oi, 
1 < i < Y, and where Aii has ai, , yiaij,..., y~-lari, as eigenvalues, each with 
the same multiplicity in Ai, , and Bi3 has &, , yipis ,..., &‘Is,, as eigenvalues, 
each with the same multiplicity in Bi, , for 1 <j < ai , 1 < i < Y. The 
numbers cyif , &, are free for us to choose. We may choose the aij such that 
the Q. , yiai,. ,..., y:+~~, are all distinct, for 1 <j < a, , 1 < i < r. Since K 
has infinitely many elements, this can be done. Similarly we treat the pi, . 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4(i). 
It is now easy to give proofs of Theorems 5 and 6. 
We next complete the proof of Theorem 4(ii). Let C = C, i C, where C, 
has the elementary divisors (1.2) and C, satisfies the necessary and sufficient 
condition of Theorem 1, but does not have y as an eigenvalue. We have that 
mi > k for 1 < i < t, so we may decompose the elementary divisors (1.2) 
into two sets: 
(A - y)‘),..., (A - */)9-v (A - Y)tY, (A - /rj*, V 
k k 
(A - yy+1,..., (A - yy+1,..., (A - yy ,...) (A - yp; 
” . v 
%+1 % 





We can now decompose C, = C, i C, , where C, has elementary divisors 
(5.26) and C, has elementary divisors (5.27). Let 01 and /I E K be given, 
c$ # 0. Since C, -j- C, satisfies the necessary and sufficient condition of 
Theorem 1, we can express C’s 4 C, as a doubly commuting commutator 
such that the A factor does not have any of 01, ~a,..., yK--la as eigenvalues, 
and the B factor does not have any of /3, yfi,..., yk-l/3 as eigenvalues. And we 
express C, as a doubly commuting commutator in which the A factor has OL, 
y@+., y k-%x as its only eigenvalues and the B factor has 8, r/3,..., yk-lfi as its 
only eigenvalues, each of these eigenvalues having the same multiplicity. 
Since degree Cs = k(1 + 2 + *** + t) + (t + 1) m,,, + **. + qm, , each 
of the eigenvaiues of the A and B has multiplicity (1.12). 
We have now proved all parts of Theorems 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let y be a primitive root of unity of order k and let C be given as in (5.1). 
Thus the elementary divisors of C are 
(A - yp ,...) (A - yp )..., (A - yp ,..., (A - yp. (6.1) 
-. -4 v 
k k 
Let B be the matrix constructed in (5.4), (5.5), (5.6), (5.7)jWe want to 
compute the elementary divisors of B. For this note that by a;pimultaneous 
permutation of the rows and columns of B (a similarity transformation), 
we find that B is similar to diag (B, @,..., yK-lB), where 
the B, are given by (5.4) and (5.5). N ow in [7] the elementary divisors of B 
are computed. They turn out to be 
(A - l)Q, (h - 1)ea ,..*, (h - l)“?. 
Thus the elementary divisors of B are 
(A - yi-l)y 1 <i<r, 1 <i<K. 
Hence we find that if C has elementary divisors (1.2) with 
(64 
*Em,= a-- = ma E 0 (mod P), 
then B is similar to a direct sum B = diag (B, , B, ,..., Bk) where Bi has 
elementary divisors 
(A - g-1) )..., (A - yi-1) )..., (A - y’-‘)*,..p - r’-l!“. 
\ v 
qlk me lk 
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Since ord yi-l is a factor of ord y, we find that 
ml - m2 - _=- _... z- 
k k- 
m’ = 0 (mod (ord yi-l)t-1) 
k 
for 1 <i<k. 
Consequently we are in a position to reapply our construction of the previous 
section to each of the direct factors B r ,..., B, . This establishes (1.14). It 
y = 1, then the elementary divisors (6.2) are the same as (6.1), hence in this 
case B and C are similar. Thus we get (1 .l) with B similar to C. So by Theo- 
rem 1, B = A,B,AT~B,~, BA, = A,B, BB, = BIB. Since A, and B, 
depend only on the similarity class of C, B, is similar to B and hence to C, 
and A, is similar to A. An iteration now completes the proof of Theorem 7. 
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